Reply on CEC3
Alex Gardner et al.

Author comment on "Glacier Energy and Mass Balance (GEMB v1.0): A model of firn processes for cryosphere research" by Alex Gardner et al., EGUsphere, https://doi.org/10.5194/egusphere-2022-674-AC3, 2022

Dear Editors,

We are working to archive a static copy of the current version of ISSM on an acceptable third party server. The latest maintained model will remain in UCI servers for the time being so we will still encourage readers to look there if they're interested in the latest version of ISSM.

Given that the code is publicaly accessible for the reviewers to inspect, I wonder if we can start the review process while we archive a static copy of the code on a third party server.

For reference here is the list of 11 publications of ISSM already published in GMD. We note that our software has long-term support and has been hosted at UCI for the past 14 years and is publicaly accessible.
